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Welcome
Deciding to join a yoga teacher training course (YTTC) is
an exciting, and often defining, moment in life.

It is also a big investment, and it can be hard to work out
what one YTTC will offer over another. This information
pack details our course's content and explores what
makes this training distinct from others. Its aim is to help
you discern whether our approach and inspiring
curriculum aligns with your goals and intentions.

Many people start a YTTC with no intention to teach.
This course has been designed to foster a deep
understanding and love of yoga, whether you choose to
go on to teach or not.

build greater depth of understanding about, and
immerse you in the advancement of, your own
personal practice
coach you in clear, strong techniques for hatha and
vinyasa yoga
explore in depth the anatomy, technique, philosophy
and mindfulness that underlies an authentic yoga
practice.

This 200 hour yoga teacher training course will:

JESSICA STEWART
COURSE LEADER & FOUNDER OF STATE



Why this course?
This course is verified by Yoga Alliance International. On full completion of the course you will be eligible to
register as a yoga teacher, should you want to, and apply for public liability insurance. You will then be
ready to teach within the UK and internationally.

Capacity on this course is kept to a carefully considered group size, where all students receive plenty of
support and attention. The course is managed to ensure high-level tuition, lots of individual time with the
course leaders, and a safe, supportive environment for self-development. We are very proud of the
support, warmth and  intimacy of our TTC community that distinguishes it from the very large YTTCs on
offer in London.

Our course works through an inspirational method of classical and anatomically-aligned sequencing of
hatha and vinyasa yoga. Our technical approach to postures and clear explanation of anatomy is met with
deep exploration into the philosophy, energetics and mindfulness integral to the tradition of yoga.

Our training advocates a balanced ‘east meets west’ approach. It is non-dogmatic and is respectful of other
disciplines . This lays a non-biased foundation for understanding the world of yoga, and allows  students to
find their position within it. We aim to inspire a unique and powerful voice in each student, in both their
own practice and any teaching they go on to offer.

The curriculum has been curated to balance up-to-date anatomy and alignment content, alongside a
thorough understanding of the traditional roots of yoga that is rarely achieved in a 200 hour programme..
.



What is the format?
T h e  a n a t o m y  a n d  p h y s i o l o g y  m o d u l e  c a n  b e  t a k e n  o n l i n e  o r  l i v e  a t  s t a t e
s t u d i o ,  H i g h g a t e

The full 31 hour module will take place as a closed
study group, comprised of online livestream interactive
seminars and in-studio embodied anatomy classes.
These can be joined online with our in studio
livestream set-up, or in person in our studio. 

Weekday evening online lectures take place on zoom,
and a recording of the seminar will be made available
on the students' google drive for the duration of the
course. 

CLOSED GROUP LIVE CLASSES & SEMINARS CLOSED GROUP ONLINE SEMINARS



An introduction to anatomy
for yogis (seminar)

The lower limbs – applied anatomy (seminar and led
practice to explore the content)
 
·The hips and pelvis - applied anatomy (seminar and
led practice to explore the content)
 
·The pelvis, spine and core -applied anatomy
(seminar and led practice to explore the content)
 
·The shoulders - applied anatomy (seminar and led
practice to explore the content)
 
·Upper extremities (arms, wrists, hands and neck) -
applied anatomy (seminar and led practice to explore
the content)
 
·Nervous system - anatomy and physiology of
relaxation - new science on the vagus nerve,
plus overview of the adrenal, digestive,
cardiovascular systems and their relationship to
yoga
 
·Respiratory system & breath practices to explore
respiratory diaphragm
 
·Introduction to fascia, plus some simple release
techniques (seminar and led practice)
 
·Revision and assessment    

What will we cover?
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OLIVIA MARLEY  ERYT-500, YACEP, FRCms
COURSE LEADER

Olivia Marley holds the highest designation possible from Yoga Alliance - the international governing body for
yoga teachers - which is based on having completed extended periods of advanced level training and at least
2000 hours of teaching experience. This level of experience means she is also a registered provider of further
education to other yoga teachers. Olivia has trained to an advanced level in vinyasa flow with Jason Crandell,
who was named “one of the teachers shaping the future of yoga” by Yoga Journal. She has also completed a
further 200 hours of training with Bridget Woods Kramer of the Anusara School of Hatha Yoga, one of the
UK’s most experienced and well respected yoga teachers, plus more focused trainings in areas such as yin
yoga, yoga for athletes, injury prevention and yoga therapeutics. Olivia is also a certified Functional Range
Conditioning mobility specialist and has trained with Immaculate Dissection. She has a particular interest in
working with athletes and helping them to enhance their performance while also minimising the risk of injury.

Olivia takes a modern and science based approach to yoga. Expect clear instructions and a logical approach
to postures that might initially seem complicated. You will  learn to work with the anatomy and needs of your
own body. Olivia has won awards for the quality of her group teaching and excellence in private yoga
instruction. She is a teacher of teachers, and mentors newer yoga teachers as they complete their initial
training and go through their first few years on the job.

www.yogawitholivia.co.uk

About your lead teacher



'There's no pose
that you can't begin
to break down and

try to do.'
J A S O N  C R A N D E L L



24-Mar | Wednesday | Anatomy Overview | 18:00-20:00 | online

31-Mar | Wednesday | Lower Limbs | 18:00-20:00 | online

02-Apr | Friday | Lower Limbs - a Practice | 18:00-20:00

14-Apr | Wednesday | Hips and Pelvis | 18:00-20:00 | online

18-Apr | Sunday | Hips and Pelvis - a Practice | 12:00-14:00

28-Apr | Wednesday | Pelvis, Spine & Core | 18:00-20:00 | online

02-May | Sunday | Pelvis, Spine & Core - a Practice | 12:00-14:00

12-May | Wednesday | Shoulders | 18:00-20:00 | online

16-May | Sunday | Shoulders - a Practice | 12:00-14:00

26-May | Wednesday | Upper Extremities | 18:00-20:00 | online

30-May | Sunday | Upper extremities - a practice | 12:00-14:00

09-Jun | Wednesday | Respiratory System | 18:00-20:00 | online

23-Jun | Wednesday | Nervous System | 18:00-20:00 | online

27-Jun | Sunday | Hypermobility | 12:00-13:00

30-Jun | Wednesday | Fascia | 18:00-20:00 | online

14-Jul | Wednesday | Revision Session | 18:00-20:00 | online

Schedule 



Course fee: £620.00

Modules are paid in full, there is no deposit. Your place is secured when payment is received and the signed
contract returned to state. Places are non-refundable and non-transferable. Priority is given to full course
candidates for live access to the modules. Payment must be complete before the course starts. The course is
not certified until you have completed all 200 hours and passed each module to the teachers' satisfaction.
Additional tutoring or one to one mentorship is available but as an added cost. We advise that the 200 hours
be completed within a 3 year period.  For support or queries please contact stateyogalondon@gmail.com

LOCATION

State Yoga
2-3 Broadbent Close
Highgate
London
N6 5JW

Cost and location

What do I do next?

Book a class with Jessica Stewart, Olivia Marley or Victoria Grove and ask to be assessed for a training
application. 

Places are limited, so we recommend you get in touch soon to notify us of your interest. 

1.

    2. If they give you the go-ahead at the end of the class please send your payment to the account detailed in
the contract, sign the contract and send it to stateyogalondon@gmail.com

    3. Email stateyogalondon@gmail.com and your course leader to receive your reading list. 

Any questions?
We would love to hear from you. Email state management (and course graduates) at
stateyogalondon@gmail.com, or email this module's leader Olivia at yogawitholivia@hotmail.com and
arrange a call. 

Or reach out on Instagram! @stateyogahighgate @yogawitholivia @theyogagrove @jessyogaradiance



www.stateyoga.co.uk/training


